
HOW GOOD ARE YOU REALLY?
Find Your True Salsa Level



I mean how good are you really...and 
is that even a useful question to ask? 

There are many people out there 
who will say that Salsa is a social 
dance and shouldn’t be subject to 
the same formalities as other dances 
on the grounds that it’s an 
improvisational, freestyle dance 

So whilst it may not be appropriate 
to have stuffy exams and medals like 
they do in Ballet and Ballroom, it 
could be useful to have an informal 
assessment tool to gauge progress.

WHAT’S YOUR TRUE SALSA LEVEL?



HERE’S A FACT FOR YOU...

I’ve not met one single person at any level who doesn’t want to improve...if 
they didn’t they wouldn’t be turning up to class week after week 

And even those who DON’T do class still want to improve - if they’re honest. 

But what I’ve also found is that what you can do in a turn pattern class does 
not correlate to your actual freestyle ability at all. 

So, just because you do a “level 4 advanced class” at one club, it doesn’t mean 
that you are going to be level 4 at every club.  

And it certainly doesn’t guarantee that you are an “advanced dancer” in 
universal terms. 

In any case there is more to it than just technical execution of moves and 
steps, musicality, creativity and connection are all vitally important too.



First and foremost this is intended as a fun and informative tool to give you 
a snapshot of where you are right now. 

It is an abbreviated and modified version of what I use with prospective 
new clients who are not complete beginners. 

It’s not meant to give an absolute gospel rating of your Salsa ability. 

What it WILL do is give you a rough idea of where you are technically, but 
more importantly an insight into your mindset, confidence and perception 
of your ability.  

In my experience these are way more significant as they will govern how far 
and fast you are likely to progress, regardless of your current technical 
level. 

So work through the questions and answer HONESTLY if you want a true 
result. Obviously leads answer the men”s section and followers answer the 
ladies section 

HOW TO USE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 



SECTION 1
You And Your Salsa



1. HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN DANCING?
A. Less than 3 months 

B. 3 - 12 months  

C. 1-5 years 

D. 5-10 years 

E. Longer than 10 years

2. WHAT ARE YOUR DESIRES AND ASPIRATIONS FOR YOUR SALSA
A. I’ve no idea...I just want to try it and see if I like it. 

B. I just want to learn the basics and have fun 

C. I want to be the best I can be for myself  

D. I want to be the best dancer in the room at my regular club 

E. I want to reach a professional standard



3. WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR SALSA RIGHT NOW?
A. I’m overwhelmed and confused mostly 

B. I can do it but it feels messy and out of control 

C. I’m know what I’m doing but feel I’ve hit a plateau 

D. I know what I’m doing and know exactly what I need to do to improve 

E. I’m perfectly happy with where I’m at right now

A. I have definite pain that is caused by or aggravated by dancing 

B. I have no pain but I sometimes feel stiff the day after 

C. I find some movements I just can’t do but mostly ok 

D. I’m not super flexible but nothing in Salsa is a problem  

E. I’m flexible enough to join the circus

4. WHAT DOES YOUR BODY FEEL LIKE?



SECTION 2
Confidence & Mindset 



5. HOW CONFIDENT DO YOU FEEL?
A. My confidence is generally low 

B. A negative experience can wreck my confidence for the whole evening. 

C. My confidence depends on how my partner treats me 

D. My confidence is pretty good, unless I’m feeling a bit “off” 

E. I have bulletproof confidence all the time 

A. I’m scared to ask for dances 

B. I ask people I know but never strangers. 

C. I avoid asking people who are less experienced than me 

D. I dance with anyone and everyone 

E. I never ever have to ask - they are queuing up to ask me

6. WHO DO YOU ASK FOR DANCES?



A. I’m always messing up and saying sorry to my partner  

B. If it goes wrong I dwell on it and beat myself up 

C. If it goes wrong I habitually blame my partner 

D. If it goes wrong I have a laugh with my partner and immediately 
forget all about it 

E. I rarely put a foot wrong 

7. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU MESS UP?

8. WHAT’S YOUR ATTITUDE TO OTHER DANCERS?
A. Everyone is an expert compared to me - I don’t think I’ll ever be like 

them 

B. I’m always watching other dancers to see where I can improve  

C. I get slightly envious of some of the dancers who are better than me 

D. I try to better myself all the time and steal the stuff I like. 

E. I’m pretty awesome and I’m only interested in learning from my 
favourite international artists.



SECTION 3
Salsa Technique 



B. I find it hard to maintain balance and wobble a lot 

C. I feel my balance can be easily thrown off by my partner 

D. I lose balance on turns and spins 

E. My balance is mostly good unless I’m having an off day 

F. My balance is excellent 

A. I hate spinning, I can’t spin and lose balance every time 

B. My spins are erratic at best but I keep trying 

C. I can do double spins but struggle with triples 

D. I can do triple or more spins with relative ease 

E. I’m a spinning machine

9. HOW IS YOUR BALANCE?

10. HOW IS YOUR SPINNING?



A. What does that even mean? I’ve never tried 

B. I know what I’m trying to do but my body won’t go there on command 

C. There are some areas of my body  which feel locked or stuck 

D. I can isolate my hips, ribcage and shoulders ok 

E. I can do perfect Cuban Motion body rolls, hip rolls and shoulder shimmies

11. HOW IS YOUR ISOLATION AND BODY MOTION?

12. HOW IS YOUR CONNECTION?
A. I’m always looking down as it feels weird to look at my partner  

B. I find I have to hold on a lot otherwise connection gets lost 

C. It depends who I’m dancing with 

D. Mostly ok just occasionally gets lost through turns. 

E. I always feel like I have great connection - it’s usually their fault if it’s 
lost



SECTION 4
Ladies Salsa Skills 



A. I haven’t got a clue and am mostly in a state of panic 

B. I’m mostly ok but can often lose the plot or anticipate moves. 

C. I can only dance really well with good leads and sometimes get flustered 

D. I can get my feet round everything but I sometimes feel like I’m playing catch-up  

E. I can follow anything anyone throws at me, I have the reactions of a fighter pilot.

HOW IS YOUR COMPOSURE WHEN FOLLOWING?

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT BEING LED
A. I’m just happy to get dances at the moment... 

B. I feel completely at the mercy of the lead like a puppet on his arm 

C. I find it hard to trust my partner and have to resist the urge to try and take 
over 

D. I wish guys would give more opportunities for styling and shines 

E. I feel like an equal collaborator in a playful musical conversation 



B. I don’t know what shines are 

C. I’m too scared to do shines away from my partner and usually freeze 

D. I feel self conscious and silly so just do Suzy Q 

E. I like doing shines but stick to the ones I’ve learned and practiced 

F. I improvise all my shines and never do the same thing twice.

B. I don’t know what to do with my arms when I’m dancing 

C. I know what to do but don’t have time to do it as I’m too busy 
following. 

D. I do some styling but it always feels rushed and an afterthought. 

E. I love styling but guys don’t give me enough opportunity  

F. My styling is dictated by what I hear in the music and I use my whole 
body not just arms

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT DOING SHINES?

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT STYLING?



SECTION 5
Men’s Salsa Skills



A. I can only lead basics and cross body and I’m not sure I’m really leading... 

B. I have set partnerwork routines that I’ve remembered and lead with everyone 

C. I lead some memorised combinations but sometimes manage to do different stuff if 
I’m with a good follower. 

D. I lead completely spontaneously and make up the moves as I go depending on my 
mood and the music.  

E. I can lead fluently in Cuban, Cross Body, On1 and On2 

A. I’m all over the place  

B. I feel like I’m just stepping in a regimental fashion and not really dancing 

C. I’m smooth and in control but everything is 123 567. 

D. I have a few embellishments that I’ve copied from other dancers 

E. I can play with the rhythms in the music adding styling and syncopation at will

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR FOOTWORK?

HOW ARE YOUR IMPROVISATION SKILLS?



HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR “MOVES” REPERTOIRE?
A. I only know the basic, side basic and cross body 

B. I only know a few moves so do the same thing over and over 

C. I’ve learned lots of cool stuff but don’t remember it so never use it 

D. I’m always looking for new moves from teachers and on YouTube  

E. I make new stuff up all the time mostly by accident and because it’s fun.

HOW SKILLFUL IS YOUR LEADING?
A. I’m not leading - the ladies are just doing the steps on their own 

B. I feel that I’m in control some of the time but not all the time.  

C. I feel like I have to push, pull or drag some ladies to do what I want 

D. I feel like ladies mostly follow the moves they know but if I try anything 
different they often don’t get it. 

E. I can get a good responsive follower to do just about anything and I’m careful 
to dance at the level of the lady



SECTION 4
Salsa Musicality 



A. I struggle to find and stay on the beat 

B. I’m ok in class but it goes pear-shaped in freestyle social dancing 

C. I struggle to keep up with faster music and sometimes  

D. I’m pretty good but can’t handle it if my partner goes off 

E. Excellent...I can dance On1, On2 and on the moon if necessary...

HOW IS YOUR TIMING?

DO YOU KNOW YOUR SALSA INSTRUMENTS?
A. I have no idea it’s just a wall of sound 

B. I don’t really listen when I dance - I’m too busy counting  

C. I can hear it’s different to pop and rock but I couldn’t tell you why. 

D. I can sometimes identify the instruments and can clap the Clave 
but that’s about it 

E. I know all the rhythms of all the instruments and can hear them 
when I’m dancing and know immediately if it’s 2/3 or 3/2 Clave



A. I don’t really like Salsa music and prefer to dance Salsa to RnB or Pop 

B. I like some Salsa music but don’t really listen to it outside social dance events. 

C. I couldn’t make sense of it at first but now I love it 

D. I listen to Salsa music at every available opportunity and know the names of the 
songs and artists I like 

E. I was or should have been born Latino - Salsa music is in my blood 

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT SALSA MUSIC?

HOW WELL CAN YOU IDENTIFY LATIN MUSIC STYLES?
A. It all sounds the same to me 

B. I can tell which tracks are  Salsa, Bachata, Cha Cha Cha and Kizomba 

C. I can distinguish Cuban music from Salsa music produced elsewhere. 

D. I know if I’m listening to music from New York, Puerto Rico, Colombia or 
Cuba 

E. I know if I’m hearing Mambo, Cha Cha Cha, Guajira, Son Montuno, 
Guaguanco and other Afro-Cuban rhythms.



THE END!
Now score yourself as follows then total up your points: 

A. 1 point 

B. 2 points 

C. 3 points 

D. 4 points 

E. 5 points 

Now go on to the next page to find out your actual level. 

I’ve outlined 4 main categories - the reality is that you may be somewhere 
in between, or more advanced in some areas than others. Like all 
assessment tools this has limitations and it’s important that you treat this 
as a starting point for further exploration.



20-40 Points - Salsa Newborn 

You are at the start of your journey and find it overwhelming.  

This is the most important stage as it’s where all your technical foundations are laid.  

With the right nurturing you will grow in confidence and skill, but bad experiences have the 
potential to kill your desire to learn so it’s important to find the right learning environment and 
teacher.  

Don’t apologise for where you are in your journey - the most important thing is improving your 
self-belief and not belittling yourself if you mess up. Allow yourself to learn and grow at a pace 
that feels good to you.

40-60 Points Salsa Toddler 

Salsa is your new toy which gets tossed aside frequently as Salsa is not your top priority just yet. 
Your confidence is not great and the only way to improve it is to improve your technical ability so 
you get more enjoyable dances.  

At this stage you get out what you put in. Understanding the integral structure of the dance rather 
than mindlessly copying routines will make a huge difference, as will getting more familiar with 
the music. 

If this doesn’t happen, most likely you will fall into a rut of doing the same thing in the same way 
all the time and hit an early plateau, or simply get bored and quit.



60-80 Points - Salsa Puberty 

You are progressing well but the effort you put in now will determine if you actually reach the level 
you desire. You want more from your dancing but tend to think that comes in the form of funky 
moves and styling when what will REALLY make the difference is improving your musicality, partner 
connection and improvisation skill. 

Learning more about the structure of Salsa music is important for you. Improving your physical 
function will facilitate the development of your technique and body movement which is essential for 
better interpretation and self-expression.

80-100 Points - Veteran Salser@ 

You definitely know your stuff and for that reason you are always in demand. As a result you have 
supreme confidence that borders on arrogance at times so don’t forget there is always something else 
to learn. Other dancers aspire to be like you, so remember to give something back by setting an 
example. 

Your efforts are best spent taking your movement mastery to the next level. Video can be useful to 
highlight technical deficits that can’t be felt or spotted easily on the dance floor. Getting clear on what 
your ultimate goals are, and developing and refining your unique personal style is time well spent.



SO WHAT NEXT?
Based on your results, what are 3 things you would like to address? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What 3 actions will you take to make this happen? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What is the likely outcome if you DON’T take these actions? How would this make you feel? 

1. 

2. 

3.


